There were no comments from

tsujt1gE~t Performance
2016
Treasurer Walter ror.,..-·r.an
lot revenue was up 16% over this time last year. The Chair
in as
asked for tac,rfrH"IC and there were none. Mr. Alexander said that tax revenues were

Sheriff Mike Sawicki to discuss the hours the
open given the vandalism that occurred last week and issues raised at the
Panel
To enable
Commissioner Mullins moved and Commissioner Walter
beach parking lot is open from dawn to dusk.
seconded a motion to
The discussion raised issues such as the best way to control the lot, lights, surveillance cameras, the
presumption of
and security, legal responsibility, and
liability. It was
CEPD
determine the amount of revenue that might be lost if the lot closed at dusk. Ms. Rooker
hours as from dawn until dusk. The signs
commented that the lee County website listed
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the
issue goes
what ad valorem taxes can be used for and should include
the Commissioners
decisions on a nrr..nn·c.on
recreational use of the beach. After
and whether is within the
be considered when a
made.
nrr>IOr'T

Old Business
December 2016 '"""·"~""'""'
Ms, Rooker reminded the Board that
additional information from
of the ACOE as result of the December 1, 2016
17 of the
Fallin's answers to those
issue is the response to
it appears that CEPD would not
credit for federal
the
feet along the 'Tween Waters stretch.
<;:;01,..4\.-!<;:;0JL<;:;OU

Mr. Fallin's other responses were also discussed. The pros and cons of working with the ACOE were
Commissioners agreed CEPD should maintain its status as a Federally Authorized
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She
beach
erosion we
increased amount
available each and every year.
Presentation at FSBPA Conference
Ms. Rooker announced that CB&l and CEPD are
2017 on
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and Sanibel Islands

Beach Status
Ms. Rooker called attention to the current
Coast area.
u .., ... .,. ....11'

o ........... ..,....

There appears to be some sand loss in the

Timeline

Ms. Rooker outlined the additions and
the last timeline.
9.

at this conference

that have been made since Commissioners viewed

Public to be Heard
There were no comments from the public
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